
The Biggest Mind Shift in the 
History of PPC Management
And how to take back control 
in the age of automation



HELLO!

2

I am Frederick Vallaeys

I am the Cofounder of 

You can find me at 
@SiliconVallaeys or read 
my blogs on Search Engine 
Land.



3 Things That Worry Me in PPC



#1:
The ad platforms will continue to 
automate



Because Google Ads is not easy
Humans can’t keep up with machines 
when it comes to the scale of 
automated optimization algorithms

E.g. A single Optmyzr recommendation 
can be based on 1Gb+ of analyzed data

Source: https://www.shopify.com/blog/shopping-ads-google (Brett Curry)

Truth #1: The ad platforms will continue to automate

https://www.shopify.com/blog/shopping-ads-google


Because Most Advertisers Like Automations
Adoption of Responsive Search Ads in 
accounts

5606 Optmyzr accounts 
analyzed

75% tried RSAs

99% who try RSAs keep them

Truth #1: The ad platforms will continue to automate



#2:
Data keeps being taken away



Because of privacy

Search terms data became 
more limited on Sep 2, 2020

Truth #2: Data is being taken away

Script to see your own impact: https://swiy.io/hidden-sqr



But… Human Intuition Still Matters
Truth #2: Data is being taken away

Google says ‘arranging flowers’ is a close variant of ‘flower arrangement’

Google thinks ‘logo design’ is a close variant of ‘trademarking’



#3:
Advertiser Controls Are Reduced



Phrase Match is Absorbing Modified Broad (BMM)

In Optmyzr’s analysis of 162 million positive keywords on February 5, 2021, we found 
the following about how advertisers use Phrase Match and Broad Match Modified 
keywords.

● 89% of advertisers use broad match modified keywords.

● 55% of advertisers use only full BMM (e.g. ‘+video +games +for +xbox’)

● 95% of all BMM keywords are full BMM. 

● 5% of all BMM keywords are partial BMM (e.g. ‘video games for +xbox’.)

Analyze your account with this script: https://swiy.io/how-will-bmm-sunset-impact-me



More automation +
Less Data +

Fewer Controls 
=

🎉🎉 Advertising that works 
for everyone 🥳



Come again???



Unless you’re a PPC expert :-p



To win at PPC, it’s time 
for a dramatic mind shift



Automation is better with humans



3 PPC Roles Humans Will Play 



“PPC Doctors”

Prevent bad interactions, 

e.g. Smart Bidding with Last Click Attribution



Aren’t there more important things I should worry 
about than my attribution model?

If this is what you sell:

Humans intuitively realize that the upper funnel keyword ‘sneakers’ is relevant, 
even if last click attribution says it generates almost no sales.

Automated bidding won’t come to the same conclusion because it doesn’t have 
our intuition. It’s dependent on how we define its goals.



PPC Doctors 
Know the 

Right Medicine

https://www.optmyzr.com/blog/which-bid-adjustments-work-with-my-bid-strategy-on-google-
ads



“PPC Pilots”

Methodology: http://bit.ly/experiment-dashboard

Monitor Automations 

e.g. Set up an experiment dashboard so you can more 

effectively test automated bidding vs manual bidding



“PPC Teachers”

One of Google’s 10 rules of innovation is to share all 

information

With the right inputs, smart humans can independently make 

the right decisions for the business.

But now, the machine may be your best account manager. 

Should it not have all information too?



This is the shift we have to make
We used to manage complexity inside Google Ads

To get results in our business
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As online advertising becomes more automated, we 
believe that the KPI you ask machine learning (ML) 
algorithms to optimize and the data you share with 
these algorithms will become one of the most 
important competitive advantages in your online ads 
strategy.

“

”from Google Executive Summit



You CAN use bid adjustments with Smart Bids!

$$$

2 Sales happen in 2 different countries

Reported Conv. Value

b
if(country = UK) 
then 
value +20%

You are telling the machine that all else 
being equal, you’d prefer conversions 
from the UK…



With Smart Bidding, ask yourself what are the factors that 
you know in the back of your mind impact the bottom line 
and the conversions. Then figure out which of these you 

could communicate to Google by better reporting 
conversions. 

The factors that are left are the ones you need to figure 
out how to manipulate yourself either by playing with the 

targets or by doing conversion updates.

“

”from Optmyzr PPC Town Hall



Unlevel the Playing Field



Automation Layering

If you can write 
down your 
process, you 
CAN automate 
it!



Google PPC is Better with Automation Layering

Your automation monitors Smart Bidding for 

outlier behaviors

Smart Bidding sets auction-time bids



Be a fighter pilot!



Script: Detect Geo Anomalies

Get this script from https://searchengineland.com/a-script-
that-detects-anomalies-at-a-local-level-334186

Unleveling Tactic #1



Managing Multiple Targets
Unleveling Tactic #2



‘Automation Layering’ makes implementing 
complex strategies feasible

Product Database 

(with margins) Smart Campaign 2: 

tROAS = 300%

Smart Campaign 1: 

tROAS = 150%

Google recommends having 
multiple campaigns so you can 
have many Smart Bidding Targets

Unleveling Tactic #2



Make Close Variants More Like Exact Match

Exact 

Matches

Advertisers may want the 

threshold to be here

Every query is 

scored based on 

how close its 

meaning is to the 

exact match 

keyword

Google’s threshold for 

close variants

Unleveling Tactic #3



Use Ads Scripts to Help Manage Close Variants 
Unleveling Tactic #3

Get the code: http://bit.ly/CloseVariants



Optimize at the edges of Google Ads

Stop chasing the controls that were necessary in 
2001. Instead think about sharing the right data so the 
smartest PPC manager can push the right buttons for 

you. That’s what ML will do for you.

— Fred Vallaeys, CEO, Optmyzr



Free Scripts I covered today:
BMM script: https://swiy.io/how-will-bmm-sunset-impact-me
Geo script: https://swiy.io/geo-anomalies
Trending query script: https://swiy.io/trending-searches
Close variant script: https://swiy.io/close-variants
Experiment dashboard: https://swiy.io/experiment-dashboard
Hidden search terms: https://swiy.io/hidden-sqr

@SiliconVallaeys — optmyzr.com

Thanks for your time!

https://swiy.io/close-variants

